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take legal action 
faculty members
UTU will 
against 4
By Alexis Miller
Kaimin Reporter
The executive committee of 
the University Teachers' Union 
has decided to brjng legal ac­
tion against four University of 
Montana professors for not 
complying with the security 
clause of the union’s collective 
bargaining agreement, U TU  
President John Lawry said yes­
terday.
According to the security 
clause, all faculty members 
must do one of three things: 
join the union, pay dues and 
not join the union, or contribute 
the comparable dues amount 
to a charity.
The clause says that the UTU 
will take civil action against 
university employees who fail 
to comply.
Twenty-two UM faculty mem­
bers have failed to comply, but 
Lawry said only four of the fac­
ulty members will be taken to 
justice court. Lawry would not 
name these four nor reveal the 
departm ent for which they 
work.
Walter Briggs, assistant pro­
fessor of computer science,
who has led the battle against 
the security clause, said he be­
lieves that he is one of those to 
be sued. The other three are 
probably Rahul Ohesi, assist­
ant professor of computer sci­
ence, Robert Banaugh, profes­
sor of computer science, and 
Gene Schiedermaydr, assistant 
professor of computer science, 
Briggs said.
All four "met with the union 
last week, and all four told 
them  they w ould n 't p a y ,"  
Briggs said.
A ccording to Briggs, the 
union has "selectively chosen” 
him and his three colleagues 
as “test cases.”
If the union does sue him, 
Briggs said he will ask that the 
case be transferred to district 
court.
Lawry said the four faculty 
members to be sued will be 
notified of any impending ac­
tion by the union's lawyers, 
Joan Jonkel and Dan Kemmis. 
He added that the union "is try­
ing to lean over backward to 
get something worked out” that 
would be beneficial to both 
parties.
Only one of the original 
twenty-two faculty members 
failed to respond to a letter the 
U TU  sent out last week, re­
questing that these faculty 
members meet with the union 
to discuss their, compliance 
with the security clause.
As to the other 17 faculty 
members who have not com­
plied with the security clause, 
Lawry said the cases are "so 
untypical of the rest of the fac­
ulty that we have to do work 
with them.”
In a related issue, Robert 
Jensen, administrator for the 
Montana Board of Personnel 
Appeals in Helena, said that 
the board will reinvestigate 
Briggs’ unfair labor practice 
charge  against the union. 
Briggs charged that the secu­
rity clause is not legal.
The five-member board will 
decide on Friday, April 27, 
whether to uphold Jensen’s 
earlier decision to dismiss the 
complaint.
Jensen ruled that the com­
plaint was “frivolous" and that 
there was not enough evidence 
to prove Briggs’ allegations.
Summer work ads not always truthful
By Julie T. Sullivan
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
Jobs! Alaska! Australia! Be­
ware! University of Montana 
students should be skeptical of 
advertisements that promise 
s u m m e r jo b s  in faraw ay 
places, the manager of Missou-* 
la's Job Service says.
Charles Polutnik said that 
these advertisements are often 
misleading and don’t deliver 
what they promise. For ex­
ample, he cited the case of a 
Kalispeli man who advertised a
$5 brochure listing jobs in the 
Northwest last year. The adver­
tisement ran in newspapers 
throughout the country. The 
“brochure" turned out to be 
want-ads the man clipped from 
the Missoulian.
Dorothy Kinsley, UM associ­
ate director of financial aid, 
also cautions students about 
answering advertisements for 
jobs in faraway places.
“It's a good thing to check 
the em ployer out,” Kinsley 
said, noting that the UM Center
for Student Development and 
the Career Resource Library 
have facilities to locate authen­
tic employers nationwide.
Polutnik said students are 
better off relying on their local 
Job Service to find summer 
jobs. He said about 1,000 stu­
dents register with the Mis­
soula Job Service in the spring 
and summer. Most of the work 
available is in the service in­
dustry, including hotels, bars 
and restaurants.
See ‘Jobs,’ page 16.
Photo by DOUG DECKER
Sighting down his double-cut saw while practicing 
his ripping technique, Chris Partyka, senior in for­
estry, and his fellow woodsmen prepare for com­
petition. See related story page 12.
Dogs' days 
on campus 
are numbered
By Michael Moore
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
The University of Montana should have an animal warden 
within a month, Jerry Shandorf, manager of maintenance 
services at the Physical Plant, said Thursday.
The campus has been without a warden since 1982, and a 
contract under which a warden from the city pound patroled 
the campus has recently expired.
Shandorf said UM is trying to recruit its own animal war­
den to relieve the burden that Physical Plant employees are 
under by having to act as dog catchers in addition to their 
other duties.
The contract UM had with the city said that a city animal 
warden would patrol the campus at least one hour a week. 
Since the contract's expiration, Physical Plant employees 
have been catching dogs when they have the time, Shandorf 
said. He said the university will hire someone with previous 
experience In animal control and that the person hired will 
also perform other maintenance duties for the Physical 
Plant.
Shandorf said that the final salary for the new position has
not been determined.
Bill Berg, recently hired pound master for the city-county 
pound, said Wednesday that UM needs its own dog catcher 
if it wants to effectively control the campus problem. Berg 
said the city doesn’t do much business on the campus.
“Generally, we get a few calls a week, mostly about dogs 
that have been tied up and become vicious,” Berg said. 
Dogs that are running loose on the campus probably won't 
be caught until the university gets its own animal warden, he 
added.
Sabe Pfau, Missoula police chief, said Wednesday that 
the city pound has plenty to do without going onto the cam­
pus. He said the city would be willing to work with the uni­
versity if UM does not hire an animal warden.
The city pound has been in the news recently over allega­
tions by the Missoula Humane Society that the pound's ken­
nels are "breeding grounds” for deadly diseases.
Berg said the pound has had some problems, but that the 
kennels have been cleaned and disinfected. The pound's 
operations are back to normal, he said, but added that the 
office is still understaffed.
Opinion
We pay, we should know
it's a case of the public's right to know versus an indi­
vidual's right to privacy.
The Board of Regents is meeting in Helena today, and 
one of the things they will be doing is evaluating the 
presidents and administrators of three universities in the 
state: Western, Northern and Tech.
These evaluations are partially closed to the public. Ac­
cording to Leroy Schramm, attorney to the Board of Re­
gents, the evaluations are held about once a year, and 
last an hour and a half. During the first hour, the meeting 
is open, and the Regents ask the president general ques­
tions about activities on his campus, and what he per­
ceives as the strengths and weaknesses of his admin­
istration.
Editorial
After the first hour or so, Schramm said the Regents 
close the meeting so they can ask the president ques­
tions they feel deal with “personal matters,” such as his 
job performance. The Regents say that any public inter­
est in the job evaluations of state college presidents is 
outweighed by the privacy rights of the people involved 
in those evaluations.
In effect, the public is denied the right to know how a 
university president may be performing his job.
University of Montana President Neil Bucklew, whose 
performance and administration will be evaluated May 
17, said in a Kaimin story Thursday that closed meetings 
are more effective because they allow the president and 
the Regents to freely discuss confidential information, al­
lowing the board to make better informed decisions.
University presidents are public officials, whose sala­
ries are paid with state taxes. They are hired by the state 
to perform a public function, and their job performance 
should be a matter of public record.
Indeed, this was the argument used by the Missoulian 
in a 1980 lawsuit protesting the closure of a May 3, 1980> 
Regent's meeting dealing with presidential evaluations.
The Missoulian's suit, appealed to the Montana Su­
preme Court, was finally denied in January of this year. 
In a Jan. 24 Associated Press story, the court said that: 
keeping the evaluation information secret "served the 
public's interest in good college administration.”
The Board of Regents discuss many matters dealing 
with individuals at their meetings. Among these are ap­
peals by students of their residency status for tuition pur­
poses. A  student's financial, job and school history, is 
talked about in public. If a student’s private life, as it per­
tains to the Regent's residency policy, is made public, a 
university official’s life, as it pertains to his or her job per­
formance, should also be public.
It’s a fine line between an individual’s privacy and the 
public's right to know. A university official has a constitu­
tional right to a private life, free from public scrutiny. To  
make such information public is indeed wrong.
But the Regent's policy is also wrong. There is the dan­
ger that the public could remain ignorant of a situation, 
such as extreme personality conflicts within a president’s 
administration, which could affect that president's ability 
to perform his job credibly. The public has a right to 
know such information.
The Regents should redraw their policy, allowing 
evaluations to be completely open. A university official’s 
job performance should be a matter of public know­
ledge.
—  Pam Newbern
I-f you start *f'CCtcA>n0 creationism m  Jchoolt 
U/ifl etj preuch euoh\t>on in ch u rch f
T h e  Right H o o k------------------------------ by R ichard  Venola
"Credit where credit is due."
Policemen scare the hell out of me. They’re 
high school grads, armed with large-caliber 
handguns and backed by our Victorian legal 
system. It's the stuff of which nightmares are 
made. An officer’s discretion is all that stands 
between you, common sense and our thou­
sands of petty laws.
If you’re a basically law-abiding citizen, the 
officer himself is the judge, jury and execu­
tioner. Whether or not you are convicted does 
not matter. You spend time in the can and time 
and money is wasted on the legal system. If an 
officer decides to be a hard ass or to play it by 
the book, your life can be ruined. Hang up re­
sponsible jobs or employment with the govern­
ment: You are a marked person.
Pissing on the wall behind the Top  Hat can 
cost you a career. In the same manner, rolling 
through a stop sign at 1 mile per hour will run 
your insurance up hundreds of dollars over the 
years.
The officer siding with common sense won’t 
get a pat on the back for his social concern, 
and can end up with a reprimand. The officer 
who decides to give a warning to the traffic 
violator or negotiate between hostile collegi­
ans in a bar dispute has got nothing to gain. 
Except the hope that his public relations work 
will pay off down the line.
I’ve known a lot of cops in my time. Some of 
my best friends are cops. And in a disturbing 
number of cases, I’ve seen the pressures of 
the job turn them into vindictive cynics, view­
ing anything different as wrong and deserving 
of contempt. Legally, they never take off the 
badge and are constantly on duty, thus isolat­
ing themselves from society. Being a psuedo- 
outcast and hearing petty insults on a daily 
basis can really twist someone's id. If the of­
ficer lacks strong moral character, it can lead 
to a vengeful outlook toward the rest of us. 
Some of my friends became so calloused that I 
could no longer feel comfortable around them 
and the friendships dissolved.
I can empathize with cops, but I’ve also been 
in jail three times, so I know what it’s like to be 
on the receiving end of an officer’s profession­
alism or hostility (incidentally, all three arrests 
were for victimless crimes). I’ve also had more 
than my share of traffic tickets, and the ticket­
ing officers have acted like everything from my 
favorite uncle to society’s avenging angel.
I've been here a year and have already had 
run-ins with the local gendarmes, as both jour­
nalism student and transgressor of the law. I 
know this won’t sit well with some readers, but 
I think the local cops are all right. I've yet to 
find a bad egg. They are professional, con­
cerned and helpful.
Last year at the Tubes concert, some reserve 
sheriff's deputies manhandled a citizen during 
a search. When an incredible storm of protest 
arose out of the incident (rightly so), I viewed it 
as proof of Missoula's otherwise professional 
law enforcement. When such violations of civil 
rights and common sense become so com­
monplace as to go unnoticed, that’s when I'll 
get paranoid. If the incident had occured in 
New York, Chicago or L.A., the man would 
have been instantly judged a petty criminal 
and the full weight of the officers' hostility and 
the judicial system would have fallen on him. 
Here in Missoula, common sense and a con­
cern for civic decency prevailed, and the inci­
dent remained just that.
The police here are also personable. I went 
into one of the offices here to get some infor­
mation on a story. I had a beard and looked 
like I'd just crawled out from behind the Ox, 
and a lth o u g h  th e re  w ere  som e raised 
eyebrows, they still treated me better than 
when I’d worn a suit and tie in L.A.
Additionally, I’d much rather be an innocent 
bystander in Missoula than, say, in Chicago 
because the cops here seem to know how fire­
arms actually work. Their colleagues in the big 
city are scarily ignorant of firearms and barely 
understand the ones they carry, let alone know 
how to shoot them accurately.
Maybe it's the climate or the social attitudes 
that lead to my strongest impression, maybe' 
it’s the screening process, but...God forbid...L 
trust Missoula's cops. I just hope I never have 
reason to change my opinion.
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Forum
The Kaimin welcomes expressions of all views 
from readers. Letters should be no more than 
300 words. All letters are subject to editing and 
condensation. They must include signature, 
valid mailing address, telephone number and 
student’s year and major. Anonymous letters 
and pseudonyms will not be accepted. Because 
of the volume of letters received, the Kaimin 
cannot guarantee publication of all letters, but 
every effort will be made to. print submitted 
material. Letters should be dropped off at the 
Kaimin office in the Journalism Building Room 
206.
Might transfer
Editor: Why is our school 
system so far behind? During 
registration there are many 
students especially those at the 
bottom of the list who have to 
sit down and try to put some 
kind of schedule together just 
because they were unable to 
get into the classes they 
wanted.
Not only do we get farther 
behind and become students 
on the 10-year-plan, but the 
money we all spend is ridicu­
lo u s ! Do yo u  know, how , 
depressing it is to write out a| 
check for hundreds of dollars' 
each quarter for a bunch of 
classes that just happened to 
be alternatives to the ones you 
really ̂ wanted?
Oh yes, and of course we 
were probably going to have 
preregistration beginning this 
fall, but now the Registrar's Of­
fice says that maybe (and that’s 
only a big maybe) we might 
have it for winter. For years 
now MSU and Eastern have 
had very successful prereg­
istration programs, then why is 
it taking us forever just to fig­
ure out how it works?
Just answer us this one 
question— how long does it 
take for a university that has 
been around since 1893 to de­
velop a system that would ben­
efit us all? Maybe our best bet 
would be to transfer.
Cyndi Hiiyard 
Sophomore, R -TV 
Carina Van Leuken 
Sophomore, Bus. Ad.
Maureen Knapp 
Sophomore, Psychology 
Joan Breiner 
Junior, Pre-Law-Honors
Jobs in education
Editor: The Foreign & Do­
mestic Teachers Organization 
needs teacher applicants in all 
fields from kindergarten 
through college to fill over six 
hundred teaching vacancies 
both at home and abroad.
Since 1968, our organization 
has been finding vacancies and 
locating teachers both in for­
eign countries and in all fifty 
states. We possess hundreds
of current openings and have 
all the inform ation as to 
scholarships, grants, and fel­
lowships.
The principal problem with 
first year teachers is where to 
find the jobs!
Our information and bro­
chure is free and comes at an 
opportune time when there are 
more teachers than teaching 
positions.
Should you wish additional 
information about our organi­
zation, you may write the Na­
tional Te a ch e r’s Placem ent 
Agency, UNIVERSAL TE A C H ­
ERS, Box 5231, Portland, Ore­
gon 97208.
We do not promise every 
graduate in the field of educa­
tion a definite position, how­
ever, we do promise to provide 
them with a wide range of hun­
d red s of cu rre n t vacan cy 
notices both at home and 
abroad.
John P. McAndrew,
President Foreign & Domestic 
Teachers Association, Port­
land.
Published every Tuesday, Wednesday. Thurs­
day and Friday of the school year by the 
Associated Students of the University of Mon­
tana. The UM School of Journalism uses the 
Montana Kaimin for practice courses but 
assumes no control over policy or content. The 
opinions expressed on the editorial page do not 
necessarily reflect the view of ASUM, the state 
or the university administration. Subscription 
rates: $8 a quarter. $21 per school year. Entered 
as second class material at Missoula, Montana 
59612. (USPS 360-160).
Alice in 
Weatherland
Although the bat had dis­
appeared, its huge grin 
remained suspended in the 
air above Alice's car. Alice 
threw her reporter’s steno 
pad at where the bat's body 
should have been.
Th e  notebook passed 
right under the smile without 
any disturbance and landed 
on the ground.
“I told you to scram, nui­
sance!”
F o r  a m o m e n t A lic e  
thought the voice was di­
rected at her, but then she 
realized the woman was tal­
king to the Cheshire bat. As 
the air warmed and the sky 
became mostly sunny, the 
speaker came into view—  
along with a high of 55 and a 
low of 26. The young woman 
was holding up a gargan­
tuan silver gun taller than 
herself, struggling to keep it 
from tipping over.
She pulled the trigger, and 
a large gap appeared in the 
middle of the bat's smile.
"All I want for Christmas is 
my two front teeth," sang 
the bat, as it finally vanished 
completely.
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“E v e re s t : T h e  C a n a d ia n  C h a lle n g e ”
A  slide show and lecture on the 
1982 Canadian Everest Expedition . . . 
the human side of mountaineering.
presented by
Bill March, team leader
and professor at University of Calgary
April 16—8pm—SC 131
4 men died, 8 turned back on 
this dramatic ascent 
Sponsored by ,UM Outdoor Program
Friday The 13th Party
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** Surprise Punch $1°° 
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U M  researcher 1finds More! Igentle' w ay sedate animals
By Brian Mellstead
Kalmin Sports Editor
A University of Montana re­
search assistant has found a 
more humane way of tran- 
quilizing animals for research 
purposes.
Dan Pond, 28, from Stevens- 
ville, developed an effective 
way of using a blowgun and 
dart which he says causes 
much less damage to animals 
than conventional rifles and 
darts.
"The blowgun and dart put 
less physical and psychological 
stress on the animal,” he ex­
plained.
Pond, who works part time in 
the university’s M ontana 
Cooperative Wildlife Research 
Unit, didn’t invent the process.
"I only modified the darts and 
introduced the technique to 
this area," he said.
The darts he makes for blow- 
guns are considerably different 
from the ones used in a rifle. 
He buys disposable, plastic
Leverlock syringes and cuts off 
the finger hold. He inserts two 
plungers and puts yarn in the 
end plunger to serve as the 
tailpiece.
He closes the opening in the 
end of the needle with glue and 
drills a small hole in the side.
The conventional way of tran- 
quilizing animals is with a .50 
caliber Cap-Chure rifle and, 
according to Pond, the alu­
minum darts are fired through 
the rifle barrel with .22 caliber 
blanks. The maximum range is 
70 yards and the rifle can shoot 
darts that range in size from 
one to 20 cubic centimeters.
Pond says the m axim um  
range of a blowgun is 15 feet.
. “Obviously the blowgun only 
works when the animals are 
restrained somehow but that is 
how most of this work is done 
anyway,” he explained.
He saw the need for change 
while participating in a re­
search project on bobcats. 
“Bobcats were being shot with
I tranquilizers while they were in 
a tree and some of the darts 
w ere  . g o in g  righ t th ro u g h  
them," he said. "We didn’t have 
any die but we had to keep a 
couple under observation for a 
while.”
Not only will small darts go 
through small animals, but 
Pond says he’s seen seven- 
c u b ic -c e n tim e te r  da rts  go 
through elk. A seven-cubic- 
centimeter dart is about eight 
inches long and one-quarter 
inch around.
Another problem he finds 
with the conventional darts and 
rifles is the speed in which the 
drug is released. He said a 
conventional dart releases the 
drug straight through the nee­
dle in 0.001 second and this 
causes muscle tissue to tear.
“Even if the dart doesn’t go
through the animal, the velocity 
in which it hits them and the 
speed of the injection cause 
massive bruising* and tearing,” 
he said.
The drug enters much more 
slowly through his modified 
blowgun dart because it enters 
the animal through the side of 
the needle, he added.
Harry Carriles, a graduate 
student working on the Border 
G rizz ly  P roject, has tested 
Pond's darts and says now he 
doesn’t use anything else.
"They're great because they 
put less stress and trauma on 
the animal and they’re safer to 
use,” Carriles said.
Pond explained that grizzlies 
are captured in one of three 
ways: lured into a baited cage, 
s n a re d  or d r u g g e d  w h ile  
asleep in dens.
“Most of the time they were 
drugged with a jabstick be­
cause a guy would be too close 
to shoot them,” he explained. 
“But a jabstick isn't very safe. 
The snare is the best way to 
catch them and the cable they 
are snared with is five to eight 
feet long, giving the bear room 
to move.”
Carriles backed this up with a 
story about a researcher in 
California who was trying to 
tranquilize a snared black bear 
with a jabstick. He said the 
snare wasn’t tight enough and 
the bear got loose and injured 
the researcher.
Pond said darts like those he 
makes can be bought commer­
cially but they cost between $6 
and $8. The Cap-Chure darts 
cost $8-$12. He said it costs 
him 50 cents, plus his time, to 
make a dart.
Soviet newspaper wants video craze to hit U.S.S.R.
M
\ y | / W 'A u
A N N IE  U  H A L L
Sunday, April 15 
Students $1.00
8:00 p.m. UC B  
General $2.00
M O S C O W  (AP) —  Complain­
ing there has been too much 
"chit-chat” about the evils of 
W estern video, the Soviet 
Union’s leading cultural publi­
cation says it's high time for the 
legions of Leninism to join the 
video revolution.
“Video equipment opens up 
fantastic opportunities," said
the newspaper Literary Gazette 
on Thursday, chiding official­
dom for being too slow in 
realizing the importance and 
usefulness of the medium.
“One thing is clear— the so­
cial role which the video cas­
sette is to play in our life is 
huge,” wrote author Valery 
Kichin. "It is comparable with
Coke - Coke - Coke
Hours:
11 a.m.-1 a.m. Sun.-Thurs. 
11 a.m.-2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
Domino’s Pizza Delivers Free
2 F R E E  Cokes with any pizza
721-7610
South Ave. at Higgins 
Coupon Expires: 6/8/84
One coupon per pizza. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery area.
the emergence of cinema and 
television.”
Soviets have been ardent 
video enthusiasts for years, 
with tapes and players being 
bought up eagerly at five or six 
times Western prices.
But newspapers regularly 
print attacks and scare stories 
on the video craze. Western 
films have been ridiculed on 
ideological grounds, the me­
dium itself scorned as "mind- 
num bing” and stiff punish­
ments handed out to black- 
market video rings and illegal 
clubs where citizens arrange 
showings for their friends.
The article in Literary Ga­
zette, the weekly newspaper of 
the Writers Union, represented 
a virtual about-face on that 
policy.
Kichin criticized W estern 
films that contain themes con­
trary to Communist dogma or 
too much sex or violence. “We 
fight against lies and violence, 
and we will continue to fight,” 
he said.
CHEAP DATE
E V E R Y  M O N D A Y  IS  M O V IE  N IG H T  
A T  R O C K IN G  H O R S E
W 1
<jV  ALFRED HITCHCOCK 'S
“ P S Y C H  I  &  I I ”
v  featuring:
★  F ree  P op corn
★  500 D raft B eer
★  *1 G la s s e s  In g len o o k  H ouse W ine
Every Monday
8:00f o o t i n g  H o r a e
Now Appearing 
Barry & Ja y Walkers
Friday through Saturday
Domestic —  Imported 
Beer and Wine
Introducing Full Service Bar 
Happy Hour 4-6
— No Cover Ever—  
Home of Home Grow n Music 
“Open Mike 
Every Wednesday" 
Pickers and 
Singers Welcome
*  front st., mis sou la, m t.
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Krystkowiak more than star basketball player
LARRY KRYSTKOW IAK walked the out-of-bounds line 
to save a pass in a game against Northern Arizona 
this season. (Photo by Hugh Kilbourne)
By Eric Williams
Kaimin Sports Reporter
Larry Krystkowiak has a big 
day planned Sunday.
He's going fishing with his 
"little brother” Daniel. And after 
he and Daniel spend a few lazy 
hours fishing and B S 'in g , 
Krystkowiak will have to go 
home and finish packing for his 
Monday morning flight to the 
Olympic basketball tryouts in 
Bloomington, Ind.
“Krysco" is one of 74 players 
selected to take part in the 
highly-competitive tryouts. He 
is also only the second UM 
player in recent history— Mi­
chael Ray Richardson was the 
other— to try out, and is one of 
a handful of underclassmen 
with the chance of making the 
team.
He also may be the least self- 
centered player at the tryouts. 
UM Coach Mike Montgomery 
said Krysco "has given a lot of 
his time to others. He has al­
ways been really willing" to 
speak at banquets or help out 
at the YM CA.
He spends nearly every Sun­
day with Daniel, his brother in 
the Big Brothers and Sisters 
program and said he and Dan­
iel have become very close.
Daniel went to a few of the 
Grizzly games last season, but 
basketball is far from the focus 
of their relationship.
"I get away from the basket­
ball part,” Krystkowiak said, 
“because he rarely brings it 
up.” And Krystkowiak is not the 
type of person to bring it up 
either.
Recently Daniel did mention 
K rys co 's  selection for the 
tryouts.
“He told me that he had 
asked the other kids at school
if they had heard of me, and 
said none of them had. I just 
laughed."
But Krystkowiak said, “ I 
thought it was kind of neat that 
he brought it up.” He added 
that it is important to him that 
he and Daniel "can talk about 
anything.”
He said his childhood had a 
lot to do with his becoming a 
Big Brother. “It was great when 
my older brother was around.” 
But Bernie grew up and moved 
away, and Larry was “stuck 
without someone older to look 
up to and talk to.”
He now lives with Bernie. 
Bernie's wife, Marla, passed 
away Nov. 22, and Larry, who 
lived with Bernie and Marla 
during his junior and senior 
years at Missoula's Big Sky 
High School, moved from the 
dorms back in with his brother.
“Larry gave up a little of his 
college life to be With his broth­
er," Montgomery said.
But Bernie said Larry’s mov­
ing in was a “mutual type 
thing” that worked “to both of 
our benefit." He said Larry now 
has more privacy and time for 
his schoolwork, which is impor­
tant to both of them.
Bernie added that Marla gave 
Larry some needed guidance. 
"I credit her with a lot of 
changes in Larry’s attitude.”
Soon after her death, Larry 
decided to dedicate last sea­
son to Marla. He said the sup­
port she had given him "remin­
ded me of my mom.”
Krystkowiak’s mother died 
when he was eight. “When I 
was a little kid, she was real 
supportive of my playing sports 
and other things,” he said.
His father remarried, and 
Larry openly admits things
were not the same.
"My father and step-mother 
wanted me to study my butt off 
and then go into the service.” 
He said they didn’t want him to 
play basketball or do other 
things most high school kids 
do.
So he moved from Shelby to 
M issoula  and im m ed ia te ly  
made Big Sky a Montana bas­
ketball powerhouse.
A lot has been said about his 
character. But Krystkowiak has 
let his basketball speak for it­
self.
His senior year in high 
school, he dominated the state 
AA and was named MVP.
His freshman season at UM 
he averaged 5.8 points and 4.4 
rebounds in the Big Sky Con­
ference and was named the 
league's top reserve.
This past season the 6-foot-9 
sophomore scored 18 points 
and pulled down 10.5 boards a 
contest and was named MVP 
of the Big Sky.
But he has said winning the 
MVP and being selected to try 
out for the Olympic squad are 
tainted by the Grizzly team not 
winning the conference. And 
when he says things like that, 
it’s easy to see it isn’t rhetoric. 
Krystkowiak means it.
Montgom ery said Krystko­
wiak should take the “logical 
approach” in trying to catch the 
eye of the Olympic coaches 
over better-know n, flashier 
players. He said “Larry will do 
what he can do and not try to 
do things he can’t.”
Those things he hopes to do 
are rebound well, play tough 
defense and set good picks.
“It's just going to come down 
to how I’m playing that week.” 
See ‘Krysco’ page 7.
Sports Talk "" by Brian Mellstead
National League's best are Giants, Cardinals
This week it’s the National 
League.
For all of you who didn’t read 
this column last week, it was a 
sneak preview of which team 
will win the World Series and 
which four teams will enter the 
playoffs.
And then a semi-comprehen­
sive look at the Am erican 
Legue. Today we get a semi- 
comprehensive look at the Na­
tional League.
Watch for a San Francisco- 
St. Louis playoff. Yes, I say that 
even though both clubs are 
playing around .500 right now. 
Like I said earlier, it’s too early 
to get excited...at least in the 
National League.
Th is  playoff will go five 
games. In fact, it will be tied
two games a piece when the' 
final one is played.
NL East
The case here is why the 
Cardinals will beat the Expos. 
The answer to that is simple. 
Because Montreal traded-away 
Al Oliver and they expect Pete 
Rose to start in leftfield and 
play considerably.
M o n tre a l b ro u g h t T e r r y  
Francona back into the lime­
light to replace Al Oliver and 
Francona can’t fill O liver's 
shoes.
The stats on Rose don't need 
to be repeated, except for one. 
He’s 42 years old now and he 
can’t play every day.
Steve Rogers and Bill Gul- 
lickson were both 17-12 last 
year and Charlie Lea was 16-
11. Those three combined for 
more wins than any other three 
pitchers on a single team in the 
NL.
Unfortunately for the Expos, 
they slumped in the end. Mon­
treal lead the division by one- 
half game on Sept. 11 and fin­
ished eight games behind with 
the trio winning only four 
games and losing seven during 
that stretch.
St. Louis had the best pitch­
ing in baseball in 1982 when it 
won the world title. The team 
didn’t make any major changes 
to begin the 1983 season but 
last year's final statistics would 
indicate that it did.
The Cards' heralded pitching 
staff allowed 115 home runs in 
’83, 21 more than the year be­
fore, and finished 10th in the 
league with a 3.79 team ERA.
The personnel is the same 
this year with the exception of 
a new pitching coach. Mike 
Roarke, who has been tutoring 
Bruce Sutter for the past few 
years, will try to redeem the 
staff.
St. Louis has made only 
minor changes from last year's 
squad and they made only 
minor changes last year from 
the championship team.
George Hendricks and Ozzie 
Smith lead a team of seasoned 
winners. Last year was a fluke. 
The Cards will get another NL 
Eastern Division title.
The rest of the division will 
finish in this order: Pittsburgh, 
Chicago, Philadelphia and New
York.
NL West
The Padres and the Dodgers 
are most prognosticators’ fa­
vorites.
San Diego can be called the 
National League’s “ natural” 
team. Th e  Padres won 67 
games on real grass last year, 
the m ost in the N a tio n a l 
League, but only 14 on artificial 
turf.
The Padres had the major 
league's poorest hom e-run 
ratio, hitting 93 and allowing 
144, and ranked fourth overall 
in stolen bases with 179.
The Dodgers don’t have Mike 
Marshall, Ron Cey or Steve 
Garvey anymore but they still 
have to be reckoned with. L.A. 
See ‘Sports Talk’ page 14.
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Reach for the high calibre light beer.
Coors Light.
Rocky Mountain fever rare in West but can be deadly, doctor says
By Julie T. Sullivan
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
R ocky M ountain spotted 
fever should be called "non- 
Rocky Mountain spotted fever” 
because most cases occur on 
the East Coast, Richard Paul­
son, a physician at the Univer­
sity of Montana Student Health 
Service, said yesterday.
Paulson, in a lecture spon­
sored by the UM School of 
Pharm acy, told about 140 
people at the Chemistry-Phar­
macy Building that only five in­
stances of the infection were 
reported in Montana last year. 
He said a more common infec­
tion in Montana is Colorado 
tick fever, of which there were 
20 cases last year.
However, while Colorado tick 
fever is rarely fatal, Rocky 
Mountain spotted fever can be 
fatal in 5 to 10 percent of the
victims if not diagnosed prop­
erly.
Consequently, Paulson said, 
during spring and early sum­
mer, doctors must be careful 
not to mistake the symptoms of 
the infection with other com­
mon ailments, such as the flu 
or measles.
Paulson said Rocky Mountain 
spotted fever is an infection 
caused by the rickettsia orga­
nism, which lives in the com­
mon woodtick. Woodticks are 
usually found in the canyon 
areas of the mountains. When 
the snow begins melting in the 
sp rin g , Paulson said, the 
woodtick sits in the brush and 
"waits for something warm to 
walk by.”
If a woodtick carrying the 
rickettsia organism bites you, 
the symptoms of Rocky Moun­
tain spotted fever "knocks you 
off your feet” within one week, 
Paulson said.
Sym ptom s include head­
aches, chills, a fever ranging 
from 103 to 105 degrees, 
muscle aches and abdominal 
pain. Within two to six days 
after the symptoms start, a 
rash will form on the person’s 
extremities and then on his 
trunk. Paulson said the rash 
looks like "blood blotches” be­
cause the blood is in the skin, 
not in the vessels.
If properly diagnosed, Rocky 
Mountain spotted fever can be 
successfully treated within one 
week, Paulson said. He added 
that the infection- can be pre­
vented by avoiding woodticks.
His advice to people who 
don’t "stay home from April to 
August” is to examine their
own body carefully and if they 
find a woodtick, to remove it 
with tweezers and wash the 
area and their hands with soap 
and water.
The common woodtick also 
transmits Colorado tick fever, 
which is caused by a viral in­
fection, not by the rickettsia or­
ganism. The symptoms of Col­
orado tick fever resem ble 
those of R ocky M ountain 
spotted fever, except only a 
faint rash occurs.
Paulson said another prob­
lem people should be aware of 
while hiking or climbing in the 
mountains is high altitude ill­
ness. When a person is active 
at altitudes above 7,000 feet, a 
decrease in oxygen in the body 
tissue can cause headaches, 
weakness, insomnia and a loss 
of appetite.
Paulson said there are two 
types of high altitude sickness. 
High altitude pulm onary 
edema, an illness that one in 
every 200 people gets at altitu­
des above 8,000 feet, can 
cause fluid to accumulate in 
the lungs, causing difficulty in 
breathing. A comatose state 
and death can follow.
High altitude cerebral edema, 
contracted by one in every 
1,000 people at an altitude 
above 13,000 feet, consists of 
brain swelling, causing severe 
headaches and hallucinations.
Paulson said if a person re­
turns to sea level or even to 
Missoula at 3,200 feet, the ill­
ness will go away. He said a 
good rule is to “climb high and 
sleep low” to give the body 
time to adjust to the higher alti­
tudes.
Krysco-
Continued from page 5
M o n tgo m e ry  adm its tfyat 
Krystkowiak's chances of mak­
ing the team are slim, but he 
thinks Krysco has a chance of 
making next Saturday's cut.
“From there you’re cutting an 
All-American to make room for 
Larry,” Montgomery said. But 
he quickly points out that 
K rystk o w ia k ’s m aking the 
tryouts is a "tremendous ac­
complishment.”
Krystkowiak's grades speak 
for his dedication to school. 
With all of his other activities, 
he has managed to carry a full 
load and has a 3.8 GPA in 
business.
He said he would like to fin­
ish school in four years, but 
that’s not imperative. “I’d rather 
go five years and learn more, 
rather than cramming it all intd 
four years and not doing that 
well.”
With each Olympic cut he
makes, he will spend more 
time away from UM and make 
this quarter more difficult to 
complete on time. But he said 
he's concentrating on doing his
best this week, and hasn't 
g ive n  the o u tc o m e  m uch 
thought.
Maybe Sunday he and Daniel 
can talk it over.
Banquets & Parties 
Up to 40 People
2100 Stephens, South Center Mall (406) 721-1795 
^Behind Holiday Village • 6 Days a Week—11 a.m.-lO p.i
LUCKY FRIDAY THE 13TH PARTY
T.G.I.F.
THANK GOD IT S FRIDAY
ALL DAY TILL 6
500 SCHOONERS
1.50 PITCHERS
900 HIGHBALLS
1 0 - 1 1
100 BEERS
1.50 PITCHERS 
750 HIGHBALLS
93  S t r ip -
P f 'C'n&
Custom  Team  Shirts  A vailable
o n
SOUTHGATE mfiLL 549-5216
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CHINA
GARDEN
Restaurant
• Take Out 
Orders
FRIDAY TH E  13TH PARTY
ONE HOUR 9:00 'TIL 10:00
130 BEER —  Hamms Draft 
130 POPCORN
FREE DRAW ING EVERY HO UR 9— 10
13 FREE BEER SHIRTS 13 BEER HATS  
13 SIX-PACS HAMMS BEER
TRADING POST SALOON
P I  I R L I O
$ 500,000 worth of BRAND NEW STEREO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT, TOOLS 
AND MUCH MORE, including the remaining inventory of a major west coast 
chain of stereo stores, will be sacrificed at public auctions! Name your own 
price on a portion of this gigantic inventory! All merchandise auctioned will be 
sold to the highest bidders, NO MATTER HOW SEVERE THE LOSSES.
M O N D A Y  -  A P R IL  16 
A u ctio n  Preview 6 :0 0  p.m .
A U C T I O N  7 :0 0  p.m .
C A R O U S E L  L O U N G E  
2200 Stephens Avenue 
Missoula, M ontana 
(n e x t to the M a n o r)
A T T C M T I O N - S T E R E O  LIQUIDATORS BUYS AND SELLS BANKRUPTCIES. CLOSE OUTS. OVERSTOCKS, ETC., SPECIALIZING IN 
M l  I  I  l w l l «  STEREO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT. SPORTING G000S, HOUSEWARES. FURNITURE AND GENERAL MERCHANDISE 
CONTACT US AT THE ABOVE LOCATION FOR FULL DETAILS. ALL INQUIRIES HELD STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL!
J/IDEO RECORDERS*COMPUTERS 
T V ’s ATARI
JV C
ICASSETTE 
DECKS
^Panasonic/
and more!/
'/o:
RECEIVERS* AMPS*TUNERS
Values to $499.95
L L l
. Q O O O n l l i P
a Values to| $229.95
Technics
K IN W O O O
r»io  iveerc
and more
JVC
PORTABLE!
STEREOS
a
0ft P I O N E E R
JV C
r$ S A N Y O
ONKYO V*ljj**l0 
$399.95
rA L L  B I D S  
S T A R T  A
, and more!
|CAR STEREOS*SPEAKERS'
AMPS
S O N Y  
S A N  V O  
C R O W N  
AW IA
and more!
Values to 
$265.00
TURNTABLES
MISC ^ P I O N E E R
i i i i i T V
K E N W O O D  
P IO N E E R  J E N S E N A 
S O N Y
and more!
I Values to J r  B 0 S E  
$399.95 J E N S E N
E P I  and more!
i l L  -  ^
HOME SPEAKERS
Values to $900.00 Pair
W A R R A N T Y  IN F O R M A T IO N
£  An merchandise .s BRAND NEW a»d carries th 
"  t Manutaciurers factory warranty
TOLL FREE ffcrhl
Stereo Fumiturt,
Back Packs, Cutlei,
Sets, Housewares, Loci? 
ing Knives, Digital W atched 
Pool Cues, Calculators, Blank1.
Tapes, Telephones, Telephone _
| Answering Machines, Wrench Sets/ —  
lPlier Sets, Screwdriver Sets, Socket Sets!)
Video Computers and Games, Cassette ^  
Tape Carriers, Portable Stereos, Car Stereos, —  
Turntables, Amps, Receivers, Speakers, Cassett? 
i Decks, Plus 100’s More Items!
JVC
N O  DEALERS!
Auctioneer Bob Hamel, licensed and bonded (not responsible lor 
Occidents). AH sales FINAL All items in limited quantities (ell 
products similar to illustrations), some items advertised may not 
be available due to prior sale, and earty advertising deadlines
STEREO
TERMS OF SALE
Cash. Certified checks, or Benk cards only. All laiee FINAL
"n p  N .iU a n  s p ie r  fro
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PLAY IT SAFE THIS
F R ID A Y  the 13 th!!
a n d  g e t  o n  d o w n  to  th e
ROCKING HORSE
Blow  It Out with Seattle’s 
Finest Show Band
Louie Fontaine
Rock ing H orse
Spellbound
Friday the 13th 
SPECIAL
A l l  N ig h t
LOUNGE • 2200 STEPHENS • 543-7500
'Happily ever after' lives on
By Rob Buckmaster
Kaimin Contributing Reviewer
In the golden days of Holly­
wood, films like “The Wizard of 
Oz" and “Peter Pan” were big 
bo x-o ffice  draw s and big 
money-makers. These fantasy 
epics stimulated imaginations 
and brought out the child in ev­
eryone. The public doted on 
Dorothy singing “ O ver the 
Rainbow” and fell in love with 
the idea of a make-believe land 
like Oz.
A new era began in the early 
Seventies, with a new turn to­
wards realism. Instead of “Oz,” 
we now had “The French Con­
nection.”
Once in a while though, a film 
like “Splash” comes along. A 
perfect blend of the real and 
the fantastic, “Splash" is a
comedy about falling in love. 
Except that one of the young 
lovers is a mermaid. We learn 
how they m eet, how ibve 
creeps in, and— this is where 
fantasy takes charge — how 
they live happily ever after.
Director Ron Howard (Opie; 
"Happy Days”) has filled this 
happy story with magical mo­
ments that surprise in all the 
right ways. And the mermaid 
Madison (after the Avenue) is 
perfectly played by newcomer 
Daryl Hannah. She gives us
sweet innocence mixed with a 
raw sexuality, and comes up 
deliciously charm ing. A nd  
she's beautiful.
The guy Hannah falls for is 
Allen Bauer, played by Tom  
Hanks (of T V ’s “Bosom Budd­
ies”). Hanks offers a subtle, 
straight reading of Allen, a 
regular guy who simply falls flat 
for Madison.
Take the scene set in a res­
taurant. Madison, unschooled 
in our manners, bites into a 
whole lobster, shell and all.
DARYL H AN N A H  IN “ S P LASH ” : sweet innocence mixed 
with a raw sexuality.
(Mermaids do that.) As an 
actor, Hanks has many choices 
how to react. He takes the per­
fect one: smile and continue 
eating. It's easy to root for him.
In a smaller role, John Candy
is hilarious as Allen's girl­
watching brother Freddie. A 
veteran of “S C TV ,” Candy has 
finally proved to Hollywood that
See ‘Splash,’ page 11.
223 Railroad 
549-5518
W OODY AL.LEN 
D ia n e  Ke ato n
Love and 
Death
FRI. & S A T.— 7:00 & 9:15
7 u u < 3 6 Z . -H H H 7
K y f  515 S O U T H  H IG G IN S  
728-5748
T h e  F re n c h  F ilm  Festival 
starts S U N D A Y !
Catholic Camput Ministry 
Christ tha King Church
Sunday Social—
A time for fellowship, 
discussion and prayer
All Students Welcome! 
7:30 p.m. Sunday, April 15 
in the lower center
Brunswick 
Gallery
Installation by
RICHARD POSNER
Gallery Hours:
Thurs.-Fri. 4 to 8 p.m., Sat. 1 to 5 p.m.
ASUM HAS 
THREE SALARIED 
POSITIONS OPEN
•  Student Action Center Director
•  Programming Director
• ASUM Complaint Officer
Applications and job descriptions are available at 
the ASUM Office in the UC, 105. SAC applications 
are due today at 5:00. Complaint Officer and 
Programming applications are due on April 20.
Food on Fire!
Bulk Tortilla Chips ......... $1.00/#
Pure &  Simple Hot Sauce $ 1.35/ 12 oz 
Dos Equis    ................ $4.00/6 pk
H ot Stuff!
Rainier 16-oz. 
Bottles 
*2.85/6 pk.
1221 Helen
FREDDY’S
FEED A N D  READ
California 
Cooler 
$3.50/4 pk.
549-2127
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A rts and Entertainment
A soul of pure rhythm: John Bayley sets spirits free
By Jerry Wright
Kaimin Senior Editor
It’d been three years since I 
watched John Bayley warm-up 
for the Ozark Mountain Dare­
devils at the Trading Post and 
steal the show, but my recol­
lection of just what made Bay- 
ley so good was a little hazy. I 
remembered a packed dance 
floor and a lone singer, but I 
wasn’t sure what had brought 
the show alive. I mean, how 
much energy can one guy put 
out?
So with guilt for blowing off 
yet another Monday night of 
school work well established—  
but quickly discarded by the
simple fact that I W AS going—  
off I went to the Carousel to re­
fresh my memory.
With those first few notes it 
all came back to me, as ig on a 
warm Caribbean breeze. John 
Bayley is one hell of a lot of 
fun. He laughs a lot, smiles a 
lot and plays a mean reggae 
beat.
He energized this packed 
dance floor easily with "positive 
energy,” as he put it. This was 
no concert where you came to
h ear y o u r fa v o rite  tu n e s  
cranked out live. He didn't ex­
actly play songs, but rather 20- 
minute medleys of whatever 
seemed to suit him.
And what suited him the 
m ost was m aking people 
dance. The closest he came to 
playing anything familiar to the 
cro w d was a m id -m e d le y  
rendition of The Beatles' "Obla- 
di, obla-da,” which seemed to 
push him away from the pure 
reggae sound he favored most
Under the 
Green Awning 
130 W. Pine
rDial-A-Movie-
Spring Party
T h e  W a y  o f  M o n t a n a
Presents:
Custer’s Last Band
April 14th
8:00 ’til C losing N o  C o v e r
‘BR ING” TH IS  AD, AN D 
SEE Mi
V
F R E E
D E L IV E R Y
PIZZA ATTACK
^ S /
=a NG,£UKE
You know when it 
happens and h happens 
fast! It makes your 
mouth water, your eyes 
get a glassy look, and 
you have a craving that 
only one thing ban 
satisfy. *
You know you’re having a Piiza [Attack 
W hen It Happens, call!
728-6960 
1 South
549-5151
North
At Midnight May 31, Stageline 
Will D raw  Four Nam es
Grand Prize: 
2nd P rize :. 
3rd Prize 
4th Prize
$100
50
25
15
N o  Purchase Necessary
NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE
Submit This Coupon for 1 Free Quart of Pepsi 
with Any Pizza Purchase
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Low  Cost 
A ir Fares
A n c h o r a g e .................
B o s to n  .........................
...............$476
...............$418
...............$299
...............$299
M ia m i ........................... ...............$468
N e w  Y o rk  .................. ...............$399
...............$418
...............$249
S t. L o u is  ..................... .............. $299
S a n  F r a n c is c o ......... ...............$249
T a m p a .......................... .............. $468
W a s h in g to n , D C  .... .............. $349
Hawaii Holiday
$659
• round-trip air fare from
Missoula
• 7 nights hotel
accommodations
• lei greeting
728-0420
TOPP
T R A V E L
802 Milton, Missoula, M T 59802.
1 of the night.
A lot of his lyrics tended to­
ward “ba rum bum cha chica 
rum bum bum cha rica rum,” 
which, after a few dozen rum 
and tonics might have meant 
something, but to most of us 
doesn't mean a heck of a lot. 
But of course it was how the ly­
rics were sung that made them 
count. The man has a soul of 
pure rhythm.
"Life’s too short!! Rejoice and 
have fun!!” he’d yell, and then 
he’d let out a roar like the 7-Up 
guy used to after saying "sim­
ply maaarvolessss.” A huge 
smile would break out under­
neath Bayley’s Rastafarian 
dreadlocks and spread con­
tagiously through the crowd. -
He used an echo device and 
played a miked tambourine 
with his feet— but other than 
that, it was all Bayley and his 
guitar making the people work 
up a healthy sweat.
“Set your spirit free!!" he 
commanded. Those not danc­
ing could only claim injury as 
an excuse, otherwise nothing 
could have kept them down.
Bayley hit all the usual reg­
gae topics: fighting against 
re p re ssio n  with faith and 
love(“l’m a lover not a fighter”), 
smoking the "ganga” (“Mother 
raper, father raper leave the 
ganga man alone”) and con­
tinual instructions to enjoy life 
no matter what. You get the 
distinct impression he takes his 
own advice very seriously. The 
smile never left his face.
T-shirt sales 
help monkeys
NEW YORK (AP) —  Souvenir 
T-shirts and posters of the kind 
used to promote rock ’n' roll 
stars are turning up in the 
remote cloud forests of Peru as 
part of a campaign to save the 
yellow-tailed woolly monkey 
from extinction.
The unusual public relations 
campaign, to be launched offi­
cially in Lima in May, is an ef­
fort by the World Wildlife Fund- 
U.S. to make the monkey a 
sym bol for conservation in 
Peru, as the giant panda has 
become for China.
The unwitting object of this 
attention is the largest and 
most endangered Peruvian pri­
mate, an animal that stands 
three feet tall, w eighs 25 
pounds and was thought for al­
most five decades to be ex­
tinct. It is found in the so-called 
cloud forests, the mountainous, 
mist-shrouded forests of north 
central Peru.
The monkey was rediscov­
ered in 1974 by Russell Mitter- 
meier, director of the primate 
program of the U.S. branch of 
the World Wildlife Fund. Mitter- 
meier is also responsible for 
the campaign to elevate the 
monkey to stardom in Peru.
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Next week in Missoula
TH E  LEG EN D A R Y B LU ES B AN D , who will play the Carousel 
on April 17: "Awwww, they’re so great.”
Splashi
Continued from page 9.
he can handle movie parts as 
well as the slapstick of TV  
skits. Hanks and Candy work 
very well together too.
Dody Goodm an deserves 
mention as Allen’s outrageous 
secretary, who is zapped by 
lightning and subsequently 
goes wacko and does weird 
things, like wear her bra out­
side her blouse.
One of the problems the 
script has is Allen’s motivations 
once he finds out Madison is a 
mermaid. He acts utterly sick­
ened and re p u lse d . W hy? 
When he was a little boy, he 
was dumped off a boat while 
vacationing with his parents 
and saw a mermaid under­
water (a young Madison). He 
was obviously entranced.
“Splash” is a movie that 
promises to please a wide 
audience with its pleasant 
blend of comedy and fantasy. 
Trying to make an audience 
believe in mermaids is im­
possible. The trick is simply 
making us want to believe in 
the impossible— or unlikely?
This is why it's so similar to 
the oldies like “The Wizard of 
O z.” As in Dorothy’s song, 
“Somewhere over the rainbow 
/ skies are blue / and the 
d re a m s  that you  d a re  to 
dream/ really do come true.” 
Even if only for two hours, the 
“happily ever after” syndrome 
lives on.
Tro p ica l M ontanans  
G et A w a y to A 
T H E  M A N S IO N
STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRIS 
AND
MAR GAR IT AS \
Friday and Saturday —  4:30*2 a.m. 
102 BEN HOGAN 728-5132
Grizzly Grocery
April's Wine of the Month 
Martini
Johannisberg Riesling
6  p k s .
maxx$1.59 $4.89
Open 7 Days a Week 
Til Midnight
Corner S. Higgins 
and E. Beckwith 
721-2679
■UMSHRC Man
Monster pop, Chicago blues claim city
ByJohnKappes
Kaimfn Arts Editor
You can still see the Monte 
Dolack poster tacked to an oc­
casional dorm  wall, like a 
so u ve n ir of som e bygon e 
golden age. When Muddy Wat­
ers played the University Cen­
ter Ballroom five years ago, he 
made blues believers. And his 
backup band, led by Pinetop 
Perkins on piano, sounded 
good enough on its own even 
- then to get an audience of pur­
ists at New York’s Bottom Line 
on its feet and cheering.
They’re the Legendary Blues 
Band now, and they return to 
Missoula next Tuesday, April 
17, at the Carousel. The raves 
come with them: Variety insists 
that “there isn’t a better bunch 
of blues players around,” and
The N e w  York Tim es Concurs With 
“most impressive"— downright 
enthusiasm.
Perkins, who played with 
Sonny Boy Williamson and 
Bobby Bland before he joined 
up with Muddy, is usually sin­
gled out for his pounding solos 
and distinctive vocals. Chicago 
roots are in e vid e n ce , of 
course, but “Pinetop’s Boogie” 
could turn into Little Richard’s 
“Lucille.” Attitude counts.
Said Kim Wilson of the Fabu­
lous Thunderbirds, who've had 
m ore com m ercial success, 
“ Aww w w, they're so great, 
man, so great! More people 
have gotta hear ’em." The show 
costs $5, and starts at 9 p.m.
Ever since M TV began heavy 
a irp la y  of ’’W o rk in ' Fo r a
Livin’,” more people than ever 
have heard— and liked— Huey 
Lewis' punchy brand of power 
pop. The News’ latest, Sports, 
has already produced To p  
Forty monsters "I Want a New 
Drug" and "Heart and Soul.” 
The band will be in Missoula, 
red suit and all, next Friday, 
April 20, at the Adams Field- 
house.
E d d ie  a n d  th e  T i d e ,  a 
“straight-ahead” rock crew in 
the vein of Tom  Petty (accord­
ing to their manager, in a re­
cent telephone interview), will 
handle opening chores.
Lewis is confident that his 
new audience will stay with 
him. "It seems to be working,” 
he says in his press kit. Tickets 
are $10.50.
N O W
IN T E R V IE W IN G
O N
C A M P U S
We are now accepting applications for management 
positions in the U.S. Navy for:
• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
• NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
• AVIATION
• LAW
• MEDICINE
• INTELLIGENCE
• CIVIL ENGINEERING
• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
Applicants should be no older than 28 years old, have a 
BS/BA degree (technical degree preferred) or be within 
18 months of graduation, be able to pass aptitude and 
physical examinations and qualify for security clear- 
nance. U.S. citizenshp required.
To  make an appointment, call Navy Officer Programs 
toll-free:
• In Washington —  1-800-562-4009
• Montana/ldaho—  1-800-426-3626
Or sign up at the Career Placement Office for our 
campus visit on:
April 17
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UM  Woodsmen's Team axes its way through the spring
By Julie Heath
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
Approaching the line, a team 
member grasps the wooden 
handle, warms up with a few 
preliminary swings and, as the 
crowd watches, combines ef­
fort and concentration on the 
pitch.
Th e  crack which follows 
brings cheers from the crowd 
as the team scores; the ax has 
lodged solidly in the bull’s-eye.
Ax-throwing contests are just 
one of several types of events 
featured at the meets in which 
the University of Montana 
Woodsmen's Team  particip­
ates each spring. Other com­
petitions include pole-climbing, 
sawing and accuracy-felling. 
Hard-hit and speed-chopping 
events, which test strength and 
quickness, and log-rolling 
races on water are also com­
mon.
This spring, the 18-member 
team plans to travel to six 
meets and to sponsor one. Al­
though competitors usually are 
students from colleges and 
universities, the Woodsmen 
also accept challenges from 
former UM teams.
The highlight of competition 
this year is the Association of 
W estern Forestry Colleges 
Conclave April 24-28 in Mis­
soula.
Triangle C 
Attractions 
& ASUM 
Programming 
Present. . .
AND THE NEWSI -------- =
Tickets on 
Sale Now
With Special Guest Eddie & the Tide
8:00 pm Friday, April 20, 1984
Reserve Seat Tickets *10.50 
Harry Adam s Fieldhouse
Ticket outlets; University Center Box Office, W orden’s Market, Grizzly Grocery, 
Budget Tapes and Records, Eli’s Records and Tapes
The
Legendaiy
Blues
Band
(Formerly the 
Muddy Waters 
Band)
Performed with: The Rolling 
Stones. Eric Clapton. 
Bob Dillon 
Appeared in the 
Blues Brothers Movie LOUNGE • 2200 STEPHENS • 543-7500
Chris Partyka, member and 
former co-captain, says he ex­
pects 10 of the 21 teams to at­
tend the convention. The teams 
will represent schools from 
Montana, Idaho, Washington, 
Oregon, California and Ari­
zona.
"What it is,” says Partyka, "is 
a chance to show off our 
school.”
The convention agenda in­
cludes local and out-of-state 
guest speakers. Tours of Gla­
cier National Park, the Bison 
Range and some Missoula 
businesses are also planned.
C o m p e titiv e  e ve n ts  are 
scheduled for Logging Day, 
April 27. According to Greg 
M o rris , team  captain, the 
events are characteristic of 
those at all meets and reflect 
old-time, logging-camp com­
petitions.
The events will begin about 8 
a.m. and conclude with the 
presentation of awards about 4 
p.m. Winners in each event will 
receive boots, axes and knives, 
and the coveted Bull-of-the- 
Woods prize will be given to
the all-around top male and 
female competitors.
Through its activities, the 
team encounters "gobs of 
costs,” Morris says, with equip­
ment purchases and trans­
portation being the team’s 
major expenses.
Tre e -c lim b in g  gear alone 
costs about $150, he said.
To  help meet expenses, the 
team participates in money­
raising projects such as setting 
up concert stages. Members 
also cut and sell firewood from 
the Lubrecht Experimental For­
est.
In addition, the team will re­
ceive $200 from the ASUM  ac­
tivities budget for the 1984-85 
school year.
Although forestry students 
constitute the majority of the 
team, membership is open to 
all, Morris says.
The team practices on the 
west side of the university's 
golf course on Tuesday and 
Thursday afternoons and, as 
Morris said, “anyone is wel­
come to come out and give it a 
try.”
Coors' beer boycotted
By Dan Dzuranin
Kaimin Reporter
If you want to “taste the high 
country,” you will have to go to 
places other than the Union 
Club Bar or Freddie’s Feed and 
Read.
These two businesses have 
been observing an AFL-CIO  
boycott of the Adolf Coors Co., 
of Golden, Colo., since 1977.
In 1977 Coors employees 
went on strike because union 
members felt the company was 
discriminating against minori­
ties and mistreating workers by 
asking them to take lie detector 
tests and answer questions 
about their personal lives, Tim 
Lovely, a member of the Mis­
soula Trades and Labor Coun­
cil, said.
The questions, Lovely said, 
asked for the names of organi­
zations the em ployees be­
longed to and their sexual pref­
erence.
During the strike, Coors hired 
some new workers who held an 
election and voted out the 
union. This prompted the AFL- 
CIO to call for the ban, Lovely 
said. The boycott continues, he 
added, because the ousted 
w orkers never settled the 
strike. He also said the basic 
management policies which 
brought about the strike have 
not changed much.
Evidently the boycott is work­
ing. According to a study by 
“Beer Statistic News,” sales of 
Coors' beer in 1983 dropped 
5.7 percent. However, a Kaimin 
survey of ten Missoula bars 
showed that even though most 
Missoula area bar owners were 
aware of the boycott, Coors 
beer is selling about the same
as last year.
Mark Watkins, co-x>wner of 
Freddie's Feed and Read, said 
he joined the union boycott as 
a show for civil rights. He said 
he recently received Coors 
publication that was “self in­
criminating” because it implied 
that Coors was treating its em­
ployees poorly.
Lovely said that the most visi­
ble effort of the boycott in Mis­
soula occurred when the Mis­
soula Trades and Labor Coun­
cil and several civic groups 
were successful in getting 
Coors beer banned from the 
last Aber Day kegger in 1979.
Recently, W illiam Coors, 
Coors chief executive officer, 
was quoted in a Denver paper 
as telling a group of minority 
businessmen that blacks "lack 
the intellectual capacity to suc­
ceed.” He added, “One of the 
best things they (slave traders) 
did for you is to drag your an­
cestors over here in chains.” 
Coors' comments caused an 
outrage by Denver black lead­
ers, and the leader of the 200,- 
000-member Fifth Episcopalian 
Church called for a national 
boycott.
Ulysses Doss, University of 
Montana Humanities professor, 
said he was aware of Coors 
comments, but he declined to 
make a statement other than 
saying he can only ignore such 
a comment.
Alan Thompson, Center for 
Student Development counse­
lor and minority adviser, said 
he was not aware of Coors' lat­
est comments, but said such 
comments will probably hurt 
sales in areas that have a large 
population of minorities.
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Committee
By Donna Clark
Kalmin Reporter
Th e  A S U M  B u ild in g  Fee 
Committee must decide how to 
spend $120,000 left in this 
year’s building fee budget on 
about $2 million worth of re­
quests.
Glen Williams, University of 
Montana vice president of 
fiscal affairs, said that one of 
the largest requests is to reno­
vate the Grizzly Pool with $160,- 
000, and one of the smallest is 
to buy window shades for the 
Forestry Building with $500. 
Requests were submitted in 
February.
The committee will review the 
requests and make recommen­
dations to UM President Neil 
Bucklew, who will make a deci­
sion within two to three weeks.
The $120,000 is what is left of 
about $900,000 collector? this 
year. The money comes from 
students, who pay a $20 build­
ing fee at registration each 
quarter.
Williams said the purpose of 
the fund is to "provide money
Weekend-------------
FRIDAY
•International Wildlife Film Festival, 7 
p.m.. Underground Lecture Hall.
•Narnia’s movie of the week, "Future 
Shock,” 8 p.m., 538 University Ave.
SATURDAY
•"Wildlife Films of the World," panel dis­
cussion, 1:30 to 3:15 p.m.. Underground 
Lecture Hall.
•"Super 8/Video and Rimmaking Mar­
kets," workshop, 8 a.m., Underground Lec­
ture HaM.
•"The Committee on Education: A  View 
on Film," by Western District Congressman 
Pat Williams, 11:30 a.m., Underground Lec­
ture Had.
e"Video vs. Rim , TV  Wildlife and Getting 
Wildlife on the Tube," by Shad Northshleld, 
CBS, 3:30 p.m.. Underground Lecture Hall.
•"WltdlMs Mythology and R im s," by Bill 
Klttredge and Annlck Smith, 4 p.m.. Under­
ground Lecture Hall.
•Wildlife Rim  Festival, 7 p.m., Under­
ground Lecture Hall.
SUNDAY
•“Anthropomorphism In Rim s," panel 
discussion, 8:30 to 11:15 a.m..Underground 
Lecture Hall.
•Video Incompatibility," Jeffery Boswell, 
BBC, and Megan Wood, WWF, 11:15 a .m .,*  
Underground Lecture Hall.
•"Underwater Biology: The Biology of It 
All," by Phil Motte, underwater zoologist, 
and Jack Stanford, UM Biological Station, 1: 
30 p.m., Underground Lecture HaU.
•"Filmmaking In M ontana," by Gary 
Wonderland, 3 p.m.. Underground Lecture 
Hall.
•"What to Watch For In a Wildlife Rim ,"  
by Bob Landis, freelance cameraman, 3:30 
p.m., Underground Lecture Hall.
•Wild gam* feast, East Missoula Com­
munity Center, 6 p.m.
•"Future Shock," 5:30 p.m., 538 Univer­
sity Ave.
•Photography exhibit by Mona Vargas 
Daniels, University Center gallery, reception 
at T p.m.
MONDAY
•HOPE meeting, 3:30 p.m. In the Copper 
Commons, under the clock.
to decide where student building
to do fine projects that other­
wise wouldn’t be done (and) to 
make the campus a better 
place."
All the money must be used 
on projects that improve either 
UM buildings or university fa­
cilities that will benefit stu­
dents, Williams said.
About $550,000 of the money 
collected this year was used to 
pay off bonds on past invest­
ments made to help pay for 
building projects, including the 
Grizzly Pool, the University 
Center and, more recently, the 
new Fine Arts Center.
Greg Gullickson, ASUM  busi­
ness manager, said most of the 
$350,000 left after paying the 
bonds has already been allo­
cated to projects the commit­
tee felt had to be dealt with 
right away, such as:
•a five-year, $160,000 loan to 
build new bleachers in the
Harry Adams Field House.
•$25,000 for the Physical 
Plant to use on small, ongoing 
projects.
•$17,000 to rem odel the 
equipment room in the Jour­
nalism Building.
•$I0,000 to remodel a kitchen 
in the Lubrecht Forest Lab 
owned by UM.
•$I0,000 to remodel a pho­
tography lab in the drama and 
dance department.
•$2,000 for an annual cam­
pus art award that pays for a 
statue or piece of art work in­
tended to beautify the campus.
The building fee committee is 
comprised of two students, one 
staff m em ber, one faculty 
member, one administrator
and two advisers, Williams and 
J.A . Parker, director of Univer­
sity Facilities. The committee 
reviews requests and makes 
recommendations to President 
Bucklew, who has the final say 
about w here the m oney is 
spent if the amount is $10,000 
or less.
Although Bucklew has the 
authority to approve or disap­
prove projects, Williams said 
the building fee committee 
does a good job of reviewing 
requests and he doesn’t know 
of any project that Bucklew 
hasn’t approved.
The Commissioner of Higher 
Education must approve ex­
penditures between $10,000 
and $25,000 and the Board of
funds
Regents must approve projects 
exceeding $25,000-.
For a project over $200,000, 
a student referendum on the 
proposal must be passed be­
fore a request can be sub­
mitted to the Board of Regents 
for approval.
Last Winter Quarter a refer­
endum that would have con­
tributed building fee money for 
a new stadium failed to pass. 
Gullickson said the stadium 
referendum probably failed be­
cause the students either didn’t 
understand that the money 
would come from building fee 
money, or they wanted the 
money spent on the regular 
campus improvement projects 
instead of a stadium.
Get’em
while they’re 
hot!
At Bakke Tire Service
From now through May 5, save up to $20 on these great 
Dayton Road King radials. Choose a dashing, sporty look 
and feel or a quiet, no-nonsense tire. Either way, you get 
fuel efficient radial construction, smooth riding polyester 
cord body, great looks.
Road King Tlirisimo G T  
Steel Belt Radial
Size Regular Now Only
155R12 $42.53 $31.08
155R13 45.37 33.15
165R13 48.92 35.75
175R14 54.58 39.88
165R15 54.45 39.79
Road King Radial I ROAD w ^ K lN G
Size Regular Now Only
P155/80R13 $49.70 $36.32
P165/80R13 53.72 39.26
P175/80R13 55.61 40.64
P185/80R13 57.45 41.98
P185A75R14 59.04 43.14
P195/75R14 61.07 44.63
P205/75R14 64.50 47.13
P215/75R14 66.68 48.73
P205/75B15 66.21 48.38
P215/75R15 63.72 50.22
P225/75R15 72.30 52.84
P235/75R15 76.11 55.62
BAKKE Price includes mounting. Balancing available: $5.00340 West Pine 543-8341 Downtown 
T W D F  C n H i W  1012Kensington 728-2010 Bakke Tire Southside 
P U  " w C/flrl|#£, 507 North California 728-4331 Truck Shop
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FRIDAY
13th
SPECIAL
Horror Flicks
*1 OFF
NEW
Arrivals
★  Sudden 
Impact
★  SACRED 
GROUND
★  STAR 80
★  RUMBLE 
FISH
★  DONNER 
PASS
★  THE 
GETAWAY
★  NATE & 
HAYES
No Club 
Membership
Call for Reservation
728-6677
Hours:
Weekdays 10-8 
Fri. & Sat. 10-9 
Sunday Noon-7
Classifieds
lost or found
LO ST: O N E gold-rope chain bracelet, on 
campus. Has high sentimental value. Small 
reward oflered. Call Marie at 243-4555. 87-4 
L O S T: G O LO  “Elgin" watch on 4/6/84. If found
please call 549-1725.___________________87-4
L O S T: AODRESS book. 3!A by 2’A in. Green and 
covered w/masking tape. 728-2267 after six. 
Ask for Al. 85-4
LO ST: PULSAR diver's watch. Analog and 
digital display. Fieldhouse area. 4/5. Reward.
Call Soren, 5503 or 721-0187.__________ 85-4
LO ST: OLIVE green cosmetic bag in the locker 
room at the Fieldhouse Annex. Please turn it 
into the Annex Lost and Found office. Thank 
you. 85-4
LO ST: MALE Griffon. 2 yrs. old. brown tinge 
w/white. Lost in lower Rattlesnake area. If
found call 549-3660.___________________ 84-4
LO ST: BLUE and red down vest. B.A. 312 on 
Thurs. the 5th. Call Mick at 549-8345. Reward 
for keys._______________________  84-4
personals____________ '
HEY S C O T T! Will you be my date for the Sadie 
Hawkins Dance? Kris.________________  88-2
KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS  
$.60 per line— 1st day.
$.55 per line— every consecutive day after 1st 
insertion.
5 words per line.
Cash in advance or at time of placement. 
Transportation and lost and found ads free.
_____________ 42-72
PITCHERS CO O R S  lite $2.25. $2.00 off all large 
and medium pizzas. Salad bar. all you can eat. 
5 p.m.-1 a.m. April 13 only. __________87-1
Coors Campus Comer 
Coming soon to your local bars —  C OORS 
LIG H T GRAND PRIX RACES. Watch for
details.________________________________ 87-1
WE'RE SLEEK, we're fine, we're out the door.
We shan't be the players any more! 87-1 
FLY EA ST in June. $175. Call Louise. 542-2269. 
________  87-5
KRIS! SURE I'll go to the Sadie Hawkins' Dance 
with youl Who gets to give the goodnight
kiss? Scott____________________________ 87-1
W ANTED: Models for U.M. Calendar. Males and 
females. Call 549-2941.________________ 86-2
PREGNANT? NEED help? Birthright, 549-0406.
85-30
W A N T T O  invest a productive hour fighting the 
MPC rate hike? We need you Sunday after­
noon. Call 721-8040. MontPIRG. Tanya. Julie 
or Russ. 84-4
YO U R  OWN endowment fund for higher educa­
tion getting low? Wisely invest what money 
you've got left by renting an ASUM garden 
plot. See ASUM  for details. U C  105. 84-4
help wanted
ADM. ASSIST.: NICSA study abroad prog. 
Typing, filing, creative. $4.30/hr. Apply by
4/16, LA 313.__________________________ 86-2
JO B S  IN Alaskal $800-2000 monthly! Parks, 
fisheries, resorts, oil industry and more! 1984 
Summer Employment Guide, employer 
listings. $4.95. Alasco. Box 30752, Seattle. WA 
98103. 84-8
work wanted ____________
HARDW ORKING English senior needs employ­
ment. Excellent references, office experience, 
great typing. Call Kathleen at 549-2935.
86-3
WILSON & RAWLINGS
BALL MITTS
ONE LARGE 
SELECTION
NIKE
NEW
BALANCE 
TIGER 
RUNNING SHOES
WILSON OR 
PENN
TENNIS
BALLS
OPTIC YELLOW 
OR ORANGE
CAN 
OF 3
VISA SPORTING GOODS & JEWELRY
co-op/intemships
S U M M E R  I N T E R N ­
S H IPS  N O W  A V A IL ­
ABLE: Pay n’ Save C or- 
p o r a t io n  M a n a g e r 
Trainees dl 4/24/84,
Western Energy Com­
pany Range Management 
Intern dl 4/27/84. Mon­
tana State Personnel Division, Dept, of Admin, 
dl 4/27/84. Governor's Office. Governor's Aide 
dl 4/30/84. Harris/Larsen and Associates. 
Computer Consultant dl 4/11/84. Fish. Wildlife. 
Parks Recreation Intern dl 4/27/84. Don Driscoll 
Campaign Intern dl 4/13/84. Martin Marietta 
Business or C S  Intern dl 4/13/84. Buttrey Food 
Stores. Auditing/accting Intern dl 4/28/84. IRS 
Tax Auditor Intern dl 4/20/84. MANY M ORE 
POSITIONS OPENING  UP DAILY. Come into 
Cooperative Education Office, 125 Main Hall, 
243-2815 for details and application assistance.
84-1
services_______________________
TU TO R IN G  S2.00/HR. We have qualified tutors 
in most classes. Up to 10 hours per week of 
tutoring are available to all students. Come to 
the Center for Student Development or phone 
243-4711. ____________________________85-7
typing __________________
M ULTIPLE LE TTE R S  2.00 set-up .75 each.
Resumes 2.50. 549-8604,__________  80-8
1.00 PAGE —  MARY. 549-8604. 
________________________________ 80-12
Shamrock Secretarial Services 
We specialize in student typing.
251-3828 or 251-3904. 80-35
TY PIN G  AND Word Processing —  Ring Binding 
—  Photocopies 5C. “One Stop" —  Sandy’s 
Office Services. 543-5850 —  1001 North 
Russell.   80-35
transportation_________________
RIDERS N EEDED to Bozeman or Billings today. 
Will leave after 10 a.m. and will return Sunday
after 3 p.m. Call 721-8466._____________ 87-1
NEED RIDE to Lewiston, Idaho around April 
29th or 30th. Will pay part of gas. Call Susan 
Conrath. 728-7652.___________  87-4
N EEDED —  RIDE to Seattle, leave Friday 20th; 
return Sunday 22nd. Will share gas and 
driving. Call Moira. 549-5284. Leave message
_________________________________________ 87-4
N EEDED —  RIDE to Denver/Boulder area 
Friday the 20th —  return 22nd or 23rd. Share 
gas and driving. Cali Keefe at 549-5284.
_________________________________________ 87-4
N EEDED —  RIDE for two to Minneapolis 
following finals. Please call 243-4339. 85-4
SO M EO N E T O  carpool from Hamilton. Leaving 
8:30. return at 3:30. Call 363-4136 or363-6781. 
Ask for Doreen. 84-4
for sale
TE N N IS  ANYO NE! Must sell rackets. 2-yr-old 
Head Vector, mid-sized, gut strings. $50; new 
Wilson Jack Kramer pro-staff, $35; Wilson T -  
3000, $25. Call Mike Halligan. 721-3399.
_________________________________ 88-2
S ING LE H EALTH  membership for The Club.
Call 721-4763. ask for Wendy.__________85-3
S ELF-PR O TEC TIO N  Tear Gas Spray. Safe, 
effective. Avail. U.C. Women’s Res. Cntr.
_________________________________________ 84-8
G UILD  D-25 acoustic guitar with Grover 
machines and hard shell case. $300. Kelly.
728-1334,______________________________84-4
KING SIZE waterbed, complete. Moving. Will­
ing to dicker. Delivery possible. Call Robyn, 
243-2972 or 549-1435. 84-4
for rent_______________________
N EXT T O  G R EEN O U G H  PARK. Spacious, 
modern apartment. Fully furnished, all 
utilities. paid. Walk to campus. Available 
May-1st. $320/mo. 549-9088.__________ 87-2
wanted to rent
H O U S E —  2 bedroom, under $260. 721-5484.
84-10
roommates needed
IM M EDIATELY: 3 bdrm. house. $135/mo. 728- 
7300. 85-3
Sports Talk
C o n tin u e d  from  p a g e  5. 
hit 146 round-trippers last year 
and the pitching allowed only 
97. The trouble with the Dod­
gers is they don’t have any lef­
thanded hitting aside from Ken 
Landreaux.
The Giants will suprise a lot 
of people but only if those 
people underestimate the play 
of Al Oliver.
The Giants had more errors 
(171) and fewer double plays 
(109) than any team in the ma­
jors. Oliver will strengthen the 
fielding at firs base and free 
agent second baseman Manny 
Trillo, who was recently signed, 
will strengthen second.
In addition to fielding, Oliver
will improve Giant hitting. He is 
the lefthanded slugger they've 
been looking for to compliment 
the bats of righthanders Jack 
Clark and Jeff Leonard.
Last year relief pitchers Greg 
M in to n  and G a ry  Lavelle  
earned 22 and 20 saves re­
spectively to give San Francis­
co the first-ever 20-20 bullpen.
The Giants haven’t done any­
thing drastic to last year's dis- 
m a l te a m , t h e y ’ve o n ly  
strengthened some positions. 
The youngsters will perform 
better and the Dodgers and 
Padres will stumble.
The rest of the West looks 
like this: Atlanta, Houston and 
Cincinnati.
MARY’S PLACE
AND
Missoula Bluegrass
NEW GRASS TO COUNTRY MUSIC 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
121 W. MAIN
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Christmas cheer 
gets sour here
B y Jea nine  B ohannan
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
Margaret Miller didn't realize 
when she was shopping for a 
gift last Christmas Eve that it 
would lead to a court case this 
month.
Miller is being sued by the 
Altogether, a Southgate Mail 
clothing store, over a dispute 
centered on the store’s no­
cash-refund policy. Miller has 
responded by countersuing the 
store.
Miller, 44, a University of 
Montana freshman, said in an 
interview that she bought a pair 
of jeans for her daughter, 
Brenda, 16, at the Altogether 
last Dec. 24.
Trouble started, Miller said, 
when the jeans didn't fit and 
Brenda tried to return them on 
Dec. 26.
The store has a firm no-cash- 
refund policy, and Brenda 
couldn’t find anything at the 
same price or the right size to 
exchange the jeans for, Miller 
said.
"Everything was $15 to $20 
more and we just didn’t have 
the money," said Miller, whose 
husband had been out of work 
since October.
Miller said she went to the 
store herself and talked to the 
owner, Gary Anderson, who 
once again refused to return 
her money.
Miller said she then stopped 
payment on the check and 
consulted with an assistant 
county attorney who told her to 
return the jeans, which she did.
“He said that if you return the 
merchandise, you've broken no 
law,” Miller said.
Two weeks later the Alto­
gether responded by filing a 
civil suit against Miller for the 
price of the jeans, $24.95, plus 
$50 to cover time involved in 
the case.
Miller took the case to Bruce 
Barrett, director of ASU M  legal 
services, who filed a counter­
suit on Miller's behalf for her 
own loss of time, inconven­
ience and charges she in­
cu rre d . T h e  suit re q u e sts  
$74.95 plus $6 for canceling 
the check.
Anderson refused to com­
m ent. H o w e ve r, there  are 
prominently displayed signs 
behind the counter of the Alto­
gether stating that the store 
gives no cash refunds.
The Kaimirt surveyed eight 
comparable stores in the Mall: 
The W ardrobe, Stevensons, 
Conrad's Mademoiselle, Jean 
Nicole, Jay Jacobs, Foxmore 
Casuals, Maurices and Brooks. 
All allow refunds on sale items.
Miller, who hopes to go on to 
law school, said that the whole 
affair has been upsetting:
“He wasn’t out anything and I 
wasn’t out anything. I can't see 
his gripe. I had no intention of 
trying to rip the man off.”
The trial is scheduled for 
April 30, in Missoula Justice 
Court.
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ST A R T S  F R ID A Y  AT T H E A T R E S  E V ER Y W H ER E
New drug to bring relief, but not cure to herpes sufferers
By Jeanine Bohannan
KiJmin Contributing Reporter
A new medicine, Acyclovir, 
has proven to be effective in 
the treatment of primary, or 
first stage, genital herpes, ac­
co rd in g  to D r. Daniel W . 
Thom pson, a family practi­
tioner in Missoula.
Acyclovir is not a cure, but it 
can reduce the time and sever­
ity of the virus' initial outbreak, 
Thompson said.
There are two types of her­
pes; herpes I, consisting of 
cold sores around the mouth, 
and herpes II, genital herpes.
"Most people have a six day 
incubation period in the pri­
mary episode of genital her­
pes,” Thompson said. “Then 
they develop fever, headache, 
muscle aches and pain that
Jobs i
Continued from page 1.
Polutnik said he expects 
1984 will be a good year for 
finding employment through 
the Job Service because of the 
general improvement in the 
economy.
Students should register at 
the Job Service two weeks be­
fore school lets out, then come 
in every three weeks or so to 
make sure their names stay on 
the active rolls, he said.
Students shouldn’t be dis­
couraged if they still don’t have 
a job by July because the For­
est Service often hires people 
for late summer work, Polutnik 
said.
Some jobs also are available 
at UM during the summer, 
Kinsley said, when 600 to 700 
work-study positions are open. 
Not as many non-work-study 
jobs are available because the 
biggest employer on campus, 
the Food Service, is closed 
during the summer.
UM students can also find 
summer employment through 
the local R O TC  recruiter's of­
fice. Maj. Jam es Desmond, 
R O TC  recruiter at UM, said 
about 50 students participate 
in the R O TC  summer job pro­
gram. They spend six weeks at 
either Fort Knox, Ky., or Fort 
Lewis, Wash., and earn $600 in 
addition to free transportation 
and room and board. Students 
who participate in the R OTC 
program and receive a com­
mission upon graduation are 
then obligated to spend from 
three to eight years as reserve 
officers.
For students who can't find 
jobs, there is always summer 
school. About 2,600 students 
attended UM summer school in 
1983, according to Mel McCoy, 
summer programs director for 
the UM Center for Continuing 
Education. Of those, 1,560 stu­
dents had been in school the 
previous year, and the other 
1,040 students were profes­
sionals continuing their educa­
tion, he said.
usually last a week. In the first 
week lesions develop, starting 
as red bumps and turning into 
blisters that form into ulcers 
that crust over, accompanied 
by pain, swelling and itching.”
Complications of genital her­
pes can be non-fatal meningi­
tis, urinary problems and tonsi- 
litis, Thompson said. The pain 
alone can be so severe that 
one-third to one-half of genital 
herpes sufferers have to be 
hospitalized, he said.
Acyclovir is effective because 
it stops the herpes virus from 
reproducing, Thompson said. 
Enzymes within the cell activate 
the drug, in this way normal, 
u n in fe c te d  c e lls  are  not 
harmed, which is a problem in
other drugs tested, he said.
"We can’t kill the virus; we 
are killing virus reproduction.” 
Thompson said.
By stopping reproduction of 
the virus, the severity of the 
symptoms and the chance of 
co m p lica tio n s  is re d u ce d , 
Thompson said. The time that 
the lesions last is reduced from 
21 days to nine, he said.
Genital herpes can reoccur at 
unpredictable times, but usu­
ally with less severe infections, 
Thompson said. A woman can 
have a minor reoccuring infec­
tion and spread the disease 
without knowing it, he said.
“About 20 million people in 
the United States have genital 
herpes," Thompson said. “Mis­
soula is about average. I’ve 
treated three people in the last 
year.”
Women with genital herpes 
have problems in bearing chil­
dren, with three- fifths of 
the children dying, one-fifth 
having severe neurological 
damage— possibly blindness or 
retardation— and one-fifth es­
caping unharmed, Thompson 
said. Fortunately, this is pre­
ventable by Caesarean section, 
which will keep the baby from 
moving down the birth canal 
and being infected with herpes. 
However, if a woman acquires 
herpes while pregnant, a Cae­
sarean section won't help her, 
Thompson said. The infection 
may lead to a spontaneous
abortion, or may persist so that 
the child is born with herpes, 
Thompson said.
"The lay press has created a 
lot of hysteria," Thompson 
said. “It's nothing to become 
hysterical about. But it is a 
major public health problem; 
we can't whitewash that.”
A person who contracts her­
pes usually enters into a 
depression accompanied by 
anger, despair, guilt and help­
lessness, Thompson said.
"Herpes sufferers shouldn't 
feel that they’re lepers," he 
said. “Avoid intercourse but 
not intimacy during a herpes 
infection. Some people can get 
reoccurrences once a month. 
Affection is very important for 
those people.”
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